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Despite disbandment of business coalition, Speaker Phelan holds out
hope for tax incentive legislation this session

Phelan said that when the time comes, “I will get them (the stakeholders) at the table,
and we will figure out a plan.”

Stressing the need to compete with other states for corporate relocation opportunities, Texas House
Speaker Dade Phelan on Thursday said he would continue to push for some sort of new version of
Chapter 313 tax incentive agreements even though a major business coalition organized around that
issue disbanded the week before session started.

The powerhouse group of trade associations flying under the banner of Jobs for Texas had been
headed by former Speaker Dennis Bonnen, who had told clients and members he was working as a
consultant rather than choosing to register to lobby.

During a wide-ranging discussion with reporters at the Texas Capitol, Phelan noted that he often
speaks with House speakers from other states and said those leaders “love the fact that we don’t have
313s anymore.”

Though he agrees with critics who say the program needs more transparency and better controls –
legislation with those changes passed the House in 2021 but died in the Texas Senate – Phelan said
that he can remember when Texas “finally” started competing with other states 20 years ago when
Chapter 312 and 313 were originally passed into law.

When the left and right are both united in calling a program “corporate welfare,” as is the case here,
the legislative strategy aimed at saving or reviving it must include a broad coalition including
business interests and business-minded members of both parties.

It would also be pretty important for business interests to be aligned on how the legislation is crafted
and promoted.

When asked whether last week’s disbandment of that business coalition headed by Bonnen means the
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legislation can’t cross the finish line this session, Phelan tried to sound an optimistic note. He said
he’s had many conversations with members of the various groups and, when the time comes, “I will
get them at the table, and we will figure out a plan.”

During his visit with reporters, Phelan also said he was proud of the way Texas House members
handled the rules debate on Wednesday. The debate unfolded one day ahead of planned protests by
the Republican Party of Texas over the party’s “priority” of elimination of “Democrat chairs.” As the
House prepared to start business Thursday morning, by the way, activists in t-shirts with the slogan
“Ban Democrat Chairs” were filing into the gallery.

“You can go back 100 years and find the majority party giving the minority chairs at that time,”
Phelan said, pointing out that it was the Democrats who were firmly in control decades ago.

RPT Chairman Matt Rinaldi on Wednesday blasted Speaker Phelan for his ruling from the chair to
uphold a point of order by Rep. Charlie Geren, R-Fort Worth, that ended up preserving power
sharing in the House.

“The Republican Speaker is taking the procedural position that restricting chairs to the majority party
as every other state and congress does is using state resources for ‘political purposes’ and is illegal,”
Rinaldi said. “This baseless & absurd ruling was made solely to protect Democrat power.”

Some veteran observers of the Texas House pointed out that Rinaldi was omitting the fact that both he
and former Rep. Jonathan Stickland, when they were members, voted for the same language in rules
that enabled Phelan to uphold the point of order.

Without calling out Rinaldi by name, Phelan found irony in the fact that some in the GOP would
argue that Texas should be more like other states.

“We are delivering promises to the voters, and I think this state is the exception,” Phelan said.
“People are voting with their feet and coming here for a reason.”

By Scott Braddock
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